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ney was not a little aggravated by the accounts which 'from friends whom I met on my way of the condition c Washington. Mr. Woodbury arrived at New York a retired for (lie night, and knowing* that I was to leave c morning. In*, obtained permission to see me in my bed-cha enumeration of (he friends who were dissatisfied with lion of the Cabinet, and the dispositions they had hid rendered more, imposing- by my knowledge of his usual d speaking of such, things. Vet whilst I placed much e<i his good sense4 and regard to truth, I was well apprised o of his disappointment in not having been himself selee Cabinet, as he, perhaps, ought to have been, and was tl dined to make liberal deductions from his description on (he natural clients of such a condition of mind upon tl most. men. At Philadelphia, I had a. long and gloown with Mr. and Mrs. Livingston also just from. Washington ingstoiTS situation was, in out* respect n tin* reverse of Wot he held in his pocket President fJaeksonV unconditional < mission io I<Yanee-the only place he desired to occupy, description of the unpromising si ale of things at the W was notwithstanding s( ill more emphasised (ban the fir-si in regard to matters which were peculiarly within th female cognisance and which, (ho1 not of the highest, considerable importance. -On probing the sources of thei dismal forebodings (o the bottom, I was gratified to di Mr. Livingston's confidence in the strong sense* perfect unconquerable firmness of the President, which I had a ganled as the promising features of his character with i his new position, had not suffered any abatement. lie ' satisfied as he ever had been that no man or set of men lead (he General to do an unworthy action, and that 1 ness f.o hear and respect counsel from those*, who inigh instructed than himself, in respect to particular points, n all circumstances be relied on. An apprehension, foun assumption that an influence was exerted over the Presi would, in the natural course of things, in respect to the s< of the Presidential Mansion, lead to degradation and <'

